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This paper presents an artificial evolution-based
method for stereo image analysis and its application to
real-time obstacle detection and avoidance for a mo-
bile robot. It uses the Parisian approach, which con-
sists here in splitting the representation of the robot’s
environment into a large number of simple primitives,
the “flies”, which are evolved according to a biologi-
cally inspired scheme. Results obtained on real scene
with different fitness functions are presented and dis-
cussed, and an exploitation for obstacle avoidance in
mobile robotics is proposed.
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1. Introduction

Artificial Vision, an important element in the design of
autonomous robots, can be approached as the resolution
of the inverse problem of reconstructing a probable model
of the scene from the images. Although probabilistic opti-
misation methods like Evolutionary Algorithms [1–3] are
in theory well adapted to the resolution of such inverse
problems, their use in real applications has been relatively
neglected because of their reputation of low speed and
complexity. Indeed, evolving a population in which each
single individual would be a complete 3-D representation
of the environment should raise problems of code size and
memory handling wildly out of the reach of current opti-
misation algorithms.

However, the technique of Parisian Evolution, intro-
duced by Collet et al. [4] to solve the inverse problem
for Iterated Function Systems, showed that in some cases,
splitting the representation of the object to be optimised
into a collection of smaller primitives and evolve them,
then use them as a collective representation of the prob-
lem’s optimal solution, may lead to fast and efficient op-
timisation algorithms. The Fly Algorithm [5, 6] has been
developed along this line to solve Computer Vision prob-
lems, using a small grain decomposition of the scene rep-
resentation and evolving its components following princi-
ples inspired from Darwin’s principles of biological evo-
lution.
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Fig. 1. General layout of genetic algorithms.

2. Evolutionary Algorithms

Darwin’s theory assumes that a population of individ-
uals, characterised by their genes, will evolve towards a
better adaptation to its environment according to laws of
natural selection. Genes mutations may occur and main-
tain diversity in the population.

Evolutionary algorithms manipulate individuals evalu-
ated by a function, called fitness function, in a way similar
to biological Evolution. The general diagram of such al-
gorithms is presented in Fig.1, where:

- the population is a group of individuals,
- an individual is defined by his genes X �

�x1�x2� � � � �xn�, usually coordinates in the search space,
- evaluation is the calculation of each individual’s fit-

ness value,
- selection eliminates part of the population, keeping

preferably the best individuals,
- evolution applies genetic operators (crossover, muta-

tions...), leading to new individuals in the population.

3. The Fly Algorithm

The Fly algorithm is a special case of Parisian evolu-
tion for which individuals (the “flies”) are defined as 3-D
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Fig. 2. Example of device using the Fly algorithm, showing
two flies from the population (top view).

points with coordinates �x�y�z�. As far as we know, it
is the only existing evolutionary algorithm used to detect
obstacles by stereovision. The aim of the algorithm is to
drive the whole population – or a significant part of it –
into suitable areas of the search space, corresponding to
the surfaces of visible objects in the scene.

The population of flies is initialised at random inside
the intersection of two cameras’ field of view. Flies then
evolve following the steps of evolutionary algorithms. All
cameras’ calibration parameters are known.

3.1. Evaluation
The fitness function used to evaluate a fly compares

its projections on the left and right images given by the
cameras. If the fly is on an object’s surface, the projec-
tions will have similar neighbourhoods on both images
and hence this fly will be attributed a high fitness.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate that principle. Fig.3 shows
neighbourhoods of two flies on left and right images. On
that example, Fly1, being on an object’s surface, will be
given a better fitness than Fly2.

The general mathematical expression of the fitness
function is [7, 8]:

F �
�∇ �ML�� � �∇ �MR��

∑
colors

∑
�i� j��N

�L�xL�i�yL� j��R�xR�i�yR� j��
2 . . (1)

where:
- �xL�yL� and �xR�yR� are the coordinates of the left and

right projections of the current individual
- L�xL�i�yL� j� is the grey value at the left image at pixel

�xL � i�yL � j�, similarly with R for the right image
- �i� j� � N, N being a neighbourhood around the pro-

jection of each fly, introduced to obtain a more discrimi-
nating comparison of the flies
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Fig. 3. Projections of two flies in left and right images.

- �∇ �ML�� and �∇ �MR�� are Sobel gradient norms on left
and right projections of the fly. That is intended to pe-
nalise flies which project onto uniform regions, i.e. less
significant flies1.

3.2. Selection
Selection is elitist and deterministic. It ranks flies ac-

cording to their fitness values and retains the best individ-
uals (around 40%).

A sharing operator [7, 8] reduces the fitness of flies
packed together and forces them to explore other areas
of the search space.

3.3. Genetic Operators
The following operators are applied to selected individ-

uals.
- Barycentric cross-over: given two parents F1 and F2,

the algorithm builds their offspring F such as:
�OF � λ �OF1 ��1�λ � �OF2

with λ chosen at random in the interval �0�1�.
- Gaussian mutation adds a Gaussian noise to each one

of the three coordinates of the mutated fly. The mutation
rate is set to 40%, parisian algorithms normally using a
higher mutation rate than conventional evolutionary algo-
rithms.

- Another operator, “immigration”, is used to improve
exploration of the search space, creating new individuals
at random. It ensures a constant exploration of the search
space, whose high-fitness regions evolve as the scene in
front of the cameras changes.

4. Improving the Algorithm

A large number of internal parameters can affect the
behaviour of the Fly Algorithm. An inappropriate set of
parameters can lead to a high convergence time and a low

1. A fly which project onto repetitional patterns may have a high fitness,
whereas it may not be on the surface of an object of the scene.
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Fig. 4. Front view of flies evaluated with a fitness function
using Sobel gradient norms and a 5�5 correlation window.
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Fig. 5. Top view of flies evaluated with a fitness function
using Sobel gradient norms and a 5�5 correlation window.
The dotted lines represent the building.

precision in detection. In particular, the choice of the fit-
ness function plays a crucial role in the detection of ob-
stacles.

In order to improve the algorithm efficiency, we carried
out tests using several fitness functions. Those tests were
performed on a pair of stereo images showing a building,
whose distance to the cameras is known. The three co-
ordinates of each fly being known, the population of flies
gives a rough description of the real 3-D scene. In the
following discussion, “F” designates the fitness function,
experiments are carried out with a population of 5000 flies
and 200 iterations.

Using Sobel gradient norms in the numerator of the fit-
ness function, as shown in the general expression of F in
Eq.(1), leads to the precision of the detection being en-
tirely based on the correlation between neighbourhoods

Fig. 6. Front view of flies evaluated with a fitness func-
tion using x component of Sobel gradient norms and a 5�5
correlation window.
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Fig. 7. Top view of flies evaluated with a fitness function
using x component of Sobel gradient norms and a 5�5 cor-
relation window. The dotted lines represent the building.

around left and right projections of a fly (denominator of
F). That is insufficient in some situations, typically when
the pictures contain lines separating two uniform regions
and parallel to the line joining the two cameras (horizon-
tal in our case). For instance, Figs.4 and 5 show the pop-
ulation of flies resulting of the algorithm using a fitness
function whose numerator is �∇ �ML�� � �∇ �MR��. The cor-
relation window size used in the denominator of F is 5�5.
The top view shows that many flies are not precisely lo-
cated on the visible part of the building.

The next experiment is carried out using only the x
component of Sobel gradient vectors in F . The numerator
of F is: ∇ x�ML� � ∇ x�MR�. Only the vertical features of
the scene are detected (Fig.6), but the precision is greatly
increased compared to the former experiment, as shown
by Fig.7.
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Fig. 8. Sampling of the 23�23 correlation window (29 pixels).

Fig. 9. Front view of flies evaluated with a fitness function
using x component of Sobel gradient norms and a 23�23
correlation window.
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Fig. 10. Top view of flies evaluated with a fitness function
using x component of Sobel gradient norms and a 23�23
correlation window. The dotted lines represent the building.

Fig. 11. Precision analysis of the flies obtained using dif-
ferent correlation window sizes (total population size: 5000
flies).

We notice some flies are still off the front wall of the
building. Indeed, two different parts of the scene can have
locally similar projections in left and right images. That
problem can be reduced by using a larger correlation win-
dow to evaluate flies. We tested a 23�23 correlation win-
dow, in which we chose 29 pixels distributed as shown
on Fig.8 to calculate the correlation of left and right pro-
jections. We have also performed an experiment using all
the pixels of this 23�23 correlation window, but it consis-
tently doubled the calculation time compared to the 5�5
correlation window (25 pixels), for no obvious improve-
ment of the precision compared to the 23�23 window.

Results obtained with the sampled 23�23 window are
presented on Figs.9 and 10. Less flies appear to be off
the building than in the former example. The capacity of
the algorithm to precisely localise the building was mea-
sured by counting the number of flies less than half a me-
tre from the front wall. Fig.11 shows the evolution of the
number of flies located on the front wall of the building
�0�5metres, and confirms that a 23�23 correlation win-
dow gives better results than a 5�5 one.

In the following obstacle detection experiments, we
have chosen to use the parameters which gave the best
results in the previous tests.

5. Application to Robot Obstacle Detection

The original way the scene is described by the popu-
lation of flies led our team to adapt classical robot navi-
gation methods in order to use the results of the Fly algo-
rithm as input data. Boumaza [7, 9] developed a simulator
of a robot moving in a simplified environment, to test sev-
eral control methods using the output of the Fly algorithm.

The simulator showed the possibility to build guidance
methods based on the output of the Fly algorithm. Our
current work consists in transferring and extending these
control methods to real life situations (vehicle guidance).

4 Journal of Advanced Computational Intelligence Vol.9 No.6, 2005
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Fig. 12. A road with no immediate obstacle.

5.1. Control

In the scope of using the Fly algorithm in the field of
automatic driving – or at least assisted driving, we devel-
oped a strategy to make the program quantify the proba-
bility that an obstacle is in front of the vehicle. The aim is
to deliver a slow down or stop order when an obstacle ap-
pears close enough in the field of vision, in order to avoid
frontal collision.

The general idea to achieve this goal is to see each fly
as the source of a “warning value”, higher when:

- the fly is near the vehicle
- the fly is in front of the vehicle (i.e. close to the z axis)
- the fly has a good fitness.
Beforehand, flies useless for this specific application

have there fitness value penalised, and thus have high
probability to be eliminated by the evolutionary mecha-
nisms. We considered such non desired flies are:

- flies more than 2 metres above the road surface
- flies with a height under 10 centimetres (detecting the

ground)
- flies more than 16 metres ahead of the vehicle.
An experimental analysis led us to choose the simple

following formula for the warning value of a fly:

warning� f ly� �
F

x2 � z
. . . . . . . . . . (2)

where F is the fitness value of the fly, and z and x its co-
ordinates as shown on Fig.2.

For �x� � 0�5m we consider x � 0�5m, and for z � 1m
we consider z � 1m. This is to avoid giving excessive
warning values to flies with a not necessarily good fitness
but with a very small x or z coordinate. Moreover, obsta-
cles within a range of half a metre to the left or to the right
from the centre of the vehicle (�x� � 0�5m) are equally
dangerous, and are consequently processed the same way.

The warning function was built in order to give high
warning values to flies for which the three coefficients F ,
1�x2 and 1�z are simultaneously high. Indeed a fly with
a low fitness value (thus probably not on an obstacle), far

Fig. 13. A pedestrian at 4 metres from the cameras, on the
middle of the road.

Fig. 14. Warning values of figure 13 flies.

from the vehicle or not in front of it, does not show evi-
dence of an imminent collision. Experiments with a 1�x
factor instead of 1�x2 did not give satisfactory results, as
it tended to overestimate the importance of flies off the
cameras axis.

5.2. Results
To validate the algorithm, we tested it on three stereo

pairs of images: one representing a road with no immedi-
ate obstacle (Fig.12), one representing a pedestrian cross-
ing the street in front of the vehicle (Figs.13 and 14), and
one representing a tree in front of the vehicle (Figs.15 and
16). Fig.12 does not show a case of emergency breaking,
whereas Fig.13 and Fig.15 show situations closer to a col-
lision.

Results are obtained using two commercial CCD cam-
eras and a computer (Pentium 2GHz). The population
of flies is 5000. Evaluating all the population (one gen-
eration) takes about 10 milliseconds. Population update
and calculation of the warning values are done in a quasi-
continuous way, and the system needs about 10 to 30 gen-
erations to react to a new event in the scene.
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Fig. 15. A tree at 3.5 metres.

Fig. 16. Warning values of figure 15 flies.

Figures 12, 13 and 15 show the 250 best flies of the
resulting population. Flies appear as black crosses. We
note that flies gather on the visible objects of the scene
(car, pedestrian, road sides, tree).

Figures 14 and 16 show the same �x�y� view as Figs.13
and 15, with only flies represented. Flies appear as spots
as dark as their warning value is high. The warning values
corresponding to Fig.12 are close to zero and would result
in almost a blank figure if shown in the same way. We note
the algorithm detected the pedestrian and the tree as near
obstacles.

A global warning value can be defined as the mean of
the warning values of a population. In the first case (car
scene), this mean is 0.09, whereas it is 0.85 in the second
case (pedestrian) and 1.08 in the third case (tree). The
high difference between these values suggests that they
can be used to discriminate between the first situation in
one hand, and the second and third in another hand. Fur-
ther experiments will be performed to validate this proce-
dure on a real moving car.

6. Conclusion

The Fly algorithm has proved a valid method for ob-
stacle detection in outdoor environments. The simplicity
of the fitness function used opens the way to real time
applications. Real time vehicle control based on the in-
formation of flies (coordinates, fitness value) has been de-
veloped.

Classical image segmentation and stereo reconstruc-
tion methods are potentially able to give more complete
and accurate results than the Fly algorithm, though re-
quiring higher processing times. However, the Fly al-
gorithm presents some features which are outstandingly
interesting in real time vision applications: in particular
its asynchronous properties and its principle of continu-
ous refinement of previous results, giving reaction times
to new events intrinsically faster than classical methods
[8].

We are currently integrating the Fly algorithm into a ve-
hicle of the IMARA project and test the validity of our hy-
pothesis in real life situations. Integration can take place
in both normal or automated cars, since both need help
for features detection. This is obvious for automated cars,
that need obstacle detection, but car manufacturers are
very active to implement obstacle avoidance assistance in
cars, in order to reduce fatalities, which is a major goal of
many governments.

With respect to the theoretical problem, there are many
critical points to overcome, but we believe this very inno-
vative approach has a real application domain in Intelli-
gent Transportation Systems (ITS).

The first experimental constraint is to implement a real-
time version of the algorithm while keeping a sufficient
output quality. If this is not technically feasible with our
present hardware (i.e. a single laptop), we consider dis-
tributed processing.

The ability to easily distribute this algorithm over sev-
eral processors or implement it into specific hardware is
one interesting feature of the Fly Algorithm.

Another aspect is its ability to be used in conjunction
with cheap mass-produced cameras and coarse calibra-
tion. Compared e.g. to active obstacle detectors based on
laser rangefinder technology, stereovision would provide
a cheap, efficient alternative if it was not usually requiring
accurate camera calibration, which is not compatible with
usual constraints on automotive design and maintenance.
The Fly Algorithm is tolerant to coarse camera calibra-
tion, and its data fusion capabilities should enable easier
interfacing with other embedded systems and offer better
safety and reliability. This is to be test-validated in the
near future.
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